
Mexicans want to acquire a Swiss Bank
Sonntag, 03. November 2013 12:38

IXE Group has examined four banks which are up for sale. Now there is a concrete 
interest in a private bank. The explanation for the plans contains a soft criticism of 
the Swiss banks. 

The «NZZ am Sonntag» portraits IXE Group, precisely its CEO, Alejandro Garcia Alvarez. 
The agro group - respectively the latifundista-family Garcia Alvarez – has meanwhile 
relocated its headquarters to Limmatquai in Zurich: here the company has been entered into 
the commercial register end of August. 

In the article of «NZZ am Sonntag» Alejandro Garcia Alvarez comments on a remarkable 
detail: the family wants also to be active in banking here. 

The reason: They have had bad experiences with the local banks, particularly in the 
area of trade finance. 

«We are considering opening a bank for entrepreneurs which will eventually offer services in 
the area of trade finance in the SME segment», the newspaper quotes the CEO from 
Mexico.

UBS, CS, ABN Amro, Swissfirst, Hinduja, LLB…

Already four banks which are up for sale have been examined in detail. To the state of 
affairs Garcia Alvarez says: «We have chosen one of these private banks and are analyzing 
now which regulatory conditions we have to fulfill in order to transform it to a bank for 
entrepreneurs.»

It should hardly lack of expertise. Apart from Alejandro Garcia Alvarez there are also two 
persons with full knowledge of the Swiss banking industry in the advisory board of IXE Asset 
Management. On one hand, Werner Erismann who was working once in the legal service of 
Swiss Volksbank and of ABN Amro Switzerland and later served as Legal Director of the 
bank Swissfirst; the lawyer is also working as investigator of FINMA; and on the other hand, 
there is Benamar Mokhtari who was active in the institutional client business at Société 
Générale in Zurich for over a decade. From 2006 to 2010 Mokhtari was managing the 
Private Banking at Liechtensteinische Landesbank (Switzerland) and until 2013 he worked 
as director for Hinduja Bank (Switzerland). 

Furthermore, Sal Chiappinelli, CEO of Swiss Forfaiting Company, shall soon enter the Board 
of IXE Group. During his career Chiappinelli has worked for the investment division of Credit 
Suisse, and he has also worked as credit analyst in the trade finance division at UBS. 
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